In the -CLUSTER EDITING problem, one is given an undirected graph G, a density measure , and an integer k ≥ 0, and needs to decide whether it is possible to transform G by editing (deleting and inserting) at most k edges into a dense cluster graph. Herein, a dense cluster graph is a graph in which every connected component K = (V K , E K ) satisfies . The well-studied CLUSTER EDITING problem is a special case of this problem with :="being a clique". In this work, we consider three other density measures that generalize cliques: (1) having at most s missing edges (s-defective cliques), (2) having average degree at least |V K | − s (average-splexes), and (3) having average degree at least μ · (|V K | − 1) (μ-cliques), where s and μ are a fixed integer and a fixed rational number, respectively. We first show (2011) 61:949-970 that the -CLUSTER EDITING problem is NP-complete for all three density measures. Then, we study the fixed-parameter tractability of the three clustering problems, showing that the first two problems are fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the parameter (s, k) and that the third problem is W[1]-hard with respect to the parameter k for 0 < μ < 1.
that the -CLUSTER EDITING problem is NP-complete for all three density measures. Then, we study the fixed-parameter tractability of the three clustering problems, showing that the first two problems are fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the parameter (s, k) and that the third problem is W [1] -hard with respect to the parameter k for 0 < μ < 1.
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Introduction
Graph-based data clustering is an important tool for analyzing real-world data, ranging from biological to social network data. In such applications, data items are represented as vertices, and there is an edge between two vertices if and only if the interrelation between the two corresponding data items exceeds some threshold value. A clustering with respect to such a graph is a partition of the vertex set into dense subgraphs, also called clusters, such that there are few edges between the clusters. When formulated as a graph modification problem, one thus asks for a minimum-cardinality set of edge modifications, such that the resulting graph is a graph in which every connected component is a cluster. More precisely, the algorithmic task can be formalized as follows: -CLUSTER EDITING: Input: An undirected graph G = (V , E), a density measure , and an integer k ≥ 0. Task: Find a set of at most k edge modifications to transform G into a -cluster graph, that is, a graph in which every connected component satisfies .
Herein, an edge modification is an insertion or deletion of an edge. Analogously, one defines -CLUSTER DELETION by allowing only edge deletions and -CLUSTER ADDITION by allowing only edge insertions.
One of the most prominent problems in this context is the NP-hard CLUSTER EDITING problem (also known as CORRELATION CLUSTERING) [3, 23] , where the required density measure is :="being a clique". CLUSTER EDITING finds applications in various fields, such as computational biology [4] and machine learning [3] , and has been intensively studied from the viewpoints of polynomial-time approximability as well as parameterized algorithmics. In terms of approximability, the currently best known approximation factor is 2.5 [2, 25] . CLUSTER EDITING can be solved in O(1.83 k + |E|) time [4] and several kernelization (data reduction) algorithms for this problem have been proposed [6, 7, 11, 16] . Successful experimental studies of the parameterized algorithms for CLUSTER EDITING have been conducted mainly in the context of computational biology [4, 9] . The related CLUSTER DELETION problem is also NP-hard [23] .
The requirement of being a clique has been often criticized for its overly restrictive nature and modeling disadvantages [8, 22] . Consequently, less restrictive models for dense graphs have been proposed in various application scenarios [1, 22, 24] . In this work, we study the combination of clique relaxations and graph-based data Table 1 The complexity of the problems considered in this work. For s-defective cliques and average-splexes, the considered parameter is (s, k), for μ-cliques, the considered parameter is k clustering by charting the tractability borderlines of -CLUSTER EDITING when the density requirement is relaxed. We consider three relaxed density measures, namely, s-defective cliques, average-s-plexes, and μ-cliques. The corresponding modification problems are s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING, AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING, and μ-CLIQUE EDITING. For all three density measures we also consider the deletion variants s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION, AVERAGE-s-PLEX DELETION, and μ-CLIQUE DELETION of the clustering problems. We study the classical and the parameterized complexity of the aforementioned problems; this complements previous work where we considered a different density measure, so-called s-plexes [17] . The proposed density measures may provide more realistic models for practical applications and fixed-parameter tractability (FPT) results can serve as a first step in a series of algorithmic improvements, eventually leading to applicability in practice, as it was the case for CLUSTER EDITING [4, 9, 11, 16 ]. An overview of our results is given in Table 1 . Note that for all three density measures the polynomial-time solvability of the addition problem can be easily seen, and is included only for the sake of completeness. In the following, we give the exact definitions of the density measures studied in this work, point to related work, and describe our results.
Defective Cliques The concept of defective cliques has been used in biological networks to represent a clique with exactly one edge missing [24] . Here, we generalize this notion 1 by allowing up to s missing edges:
On the negative side, we prove that s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION and EDITING are NP-complete. On the positive side however, we show that s-defective cliques can be characterized by forbidden subgraphs of size at most 2(s + 1), thus establishing the fixed-parameter tractability of s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION and EDITING with respect to the parameter (s, k).
Average-s-Plexes With average-s-plexes, we propose a density measure that concerns the average degree of a graph G = (V , E), which is defined asd = 2|E|/|V |.
We call a connected graph G = (V , E) an average-s-plex if the average degreed of G is at least |V | − s for an integer 1 ≤ s ≤ |V |. This density measure is a relaxation of the s-plex notion, which demands that the minimum degree of a graph G = (V , E) be |V | − s. s-Plexes find applications, for example, in social network analysis [22] . For s-plexes, the clustering problem s-PLEX EDITING has been previously shown to be NP-hard, but fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the parameter (s, k) [17] . Here, we complement this result by showing that AVERAGE-s-PLEX DELETION and EDITING are also NP-hard, and that they are fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the parameter (s, k). The fixed-parameter tractability result is achieved by a reduction to a more general problem and a subsequent polynomial-time data reduction for the general problem that produces a graph with at most 4k 2 + 8sk vertices.
μ-Cliques
With this density measure, we capture the ratio of edges in a graph versus the number of edges in a complete graph with the same number of vertices. More precisely, the density of a graph G = (V , E) is defined as 2|E|/(|V |(|V |−1)). A connected graph G = (V , E) is then called a μ-clique for a rational constant 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1 if the density of G is at least μ. We assume that μ is represented by two constant integers a, b such that μ = a/b (note that a and b are not part of the input). Observe that for μ = 0 every graph is a μ-clique, and that a graph is a 1-clique if and only if it is a clique. The μ-clique concept was studied, for example, by Abello et al. [1] and is sometimes also referred to as μ-dense graph [19] . We show that-in contrast to s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING and AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING-μ-CLIQUE EDITING is W[1]-hard with respect to the parameter k for any fixed 0 < μ < 1.
Note that for μ = 1, the problem is equivalent to CLUSTER EDITING and is thus fixed-parameter tractable. 
is the graph over the vertex set V with edge set {{v,
A parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to a parameter k, if there exists an algorithm solving the problem in f (k) · n O (1) time, where n denotes the overall input size and f is a computable function. Downey and Fellows [10] developed a formal framework to show fixed-parameter intractability by means of parameterized reductions. A parameterized reduction from a parameterized problem P to another parameterized problem P is a function that, given an instance (x, k), computes in f (k) · |x| O (1) time an instance (x , k ) (with k only depending on k) such that (x, k) is a yes-instance of problem P if and only if (x , k ) is a yes-instance of problem P . The basic complexity class for fixed-parameter intractability is called W [1] and it is a common belief among researchers in parameterized complexity theory that W [1]-hard problems are not FPT [10, 21] .
Defective Cliques
In Proof For s = 0, the problems are equivalent to CLUSTER EDITING and CLUS-TER DELETION, and hence NP-complete [20, 23] . For s > 1, we present a reduction from CLUSTER EDITING to s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING. Then, we observe that the same construction also yields a reduction from CLUSTER DELETION to s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION.
Given a graph G = (V , E) and a nonnegative integer k we construct a graph H = (W, F ) and an integer k as follows. Let n := |V | and γ := 16(n 2 + s). Initially, we set H := G. Then, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we add a set D i of γ vertices to H and make every vertex in D i adjacent to all vertices in V . Within each D i we add all but s edges such that the missing edges do not share endpoints. Finally, we set k := k + n(n − 1)γ .
For the correctness of the reduction, we show that (G, k) is a yes-instance of CLUSTER EDITING if and only if (H, k ) is a yes-instance of s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING.
⇒: Assume that G can be transformed by up to k edge modifications into a cluster graph G and let K 1 , . . . , K denote the cliques (connected components) of G . We show how to transform H into an s-defective clique graph H using at most k edge modifications. First, the edges between vertices of V are modified in H in the same way as in G. Then, consider each vertex v ∈ V and let K j denote the clique containing v. For every i = j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, delete the edges between v and D i . Let H denote the resulting graph. Clearly, H is an s-defective clique graph. Moreover, in order to transform H to H one needs at most k edge modifications between vertices in V and for every vertex v ∈ V exactly (n − 1)γ further edge deletions.
⇐: Let S denote an optimal solution for H of size at most k = k + n(n − 1)γ . Let 
. If X = ∅, then, compared to putting B 1 and X together in K 1 , separating X from K 1 saves, for each vertex v ∈ X, at least γ /2 − s > n edge insertions that are needed to put B 1 and X together, and needs at most n additional edge deletions to separate v from K 1 \ (B 1 ∪ X). From the optimality of S it follows that D j and K 1 are disjoint for j > 1. Next, consider B j with j > 1. We count the number of edge modifications needed for separating B j from K j and putting B j together with B 1 in K 1 . First we need to delete the edges between B j and K j ∩ V and to reinsert the edges between B j and K 1 ∩ V , which together amount to at most n · |B j | edge modifications. Then, to ensure that K 1 ∪ B j is an s-defective clique we insert all edges between vertices in B 1 ∪ B j . However, by doing so, we save at least |B 1 | · |B j | − s > n · |B j | + s edge deletions which are needed to separate B 1 and B j . This means that in an optimal solution B j = ∅ for j > 1. Therefore, 
and thus that in H every vertex v ∈ V is adjacent to the vertices of at most one D i . Next, we show that a vertex v ∈ V is adjacent to the vertices of at least one D i . Assume that there exist α vertices in V that are nonadjacent to all vertices in D i 's. Then at least α · nγ + (n − α)(n − 1)γ = α · γ + n(n − 1)γ > k edge deletions are necessary, contradicting the assumption that |S| ≤ k . In summary, every vertex in V is adjacent to all vertices of exactly one D i and exactly n(n − 1)γ edge deletions are used to achieve this. That is, = n and
We conclude the proof by showing that it can be assumed that the sets
has exactly s missing edges). Clearly, we can undo this edge insertion and insert an edge between two vertices of V i instead. This can be done iteratively until H [V i ] is a clique. Hence, modifying G in the same way as H [V ] needs at most k edge modifications and yields a disjoint union of cliques.
It is straightforward to verify that all steps of the proof can be adapted to work for the case that only edge deletions are allowed. Hence, the given construction yields a reduction from CLUSTER DELETION to s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION, as well.
Next, we show that s-defective clique graphs are characterized by forbidden induced subgraphs with at most 2(s + 1) vertices. This characterization directly leads to fixed-parameter tractability of s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING with respect to the parameter (s, k) by means of a search tree based algorithm.
We start with some preliminaries. If we delete an arbitrary vertex of an s-defective clique graph, then clearly the resulting graph is still an s-defective clique graph. A graph property that is closed under the operation of deleting vertices (and hence, taking induced subgraphs) is called hereditary. It is well known that hereditary graph properties can be described by forbidden induced subgraphs [15] . This means that there exists a set F of graphs such that a given graph G is an s-defective clique graph if and only if G is F -free, that is, G does not contain any graph from F as induced subgraph. A forbidden induced subgraph is minimal if each of its proper induced subgraphs is an s-defective clique graph. Clearly, a graph is an s-defective clique graph if and only if it does not contain any minimal forbidden induced subgraph. Next, we show that, for s ≥ 1, every minimal forbidden induced subgraph of s-defective clique graphs contains at most 2(s + 1) vertices. Note that for s = 0 the only forbidden induced subgraph is a path on 3 vertices [14, 23] .
Theorem 2 For s ≥ 1, every minimal forbidden induced subgraph of s-defective clique graphs contains at most 2(s + 1) vertices. Given a graph that is not an s-defective clique graph, a minimal forbidden induced subgraph can be found in O(nm) time.
Proof Assume towards a contradiction that there exists a minimal forbidden induced subgraph G = (V , E) with |V | > 2(s + 1). Clearly, we can assume that G is connected, since otherwise we can keep one connected component that is not an s-defective clique and delete all other connected components.
First, we consider the case when G contains a cut-vertex v. Let U denote a set of s + 2 vertices which together with v induce a connected graph G := G[U ∪ {v}] and v remains a cut-vertex in G . We show that G is not an s-defective clique graph, a contradiction to the fact that G is minimal (note that s + 3 ≤ 2s + 2 for s ≥ 1). Let U 1 , . . . , U denote the connected components of G − v. It is not hard to see that there are at least
> s edges missing in G , and, hence, G is not an s-defective clique graph.
In the following, we assume that G does not contain any cut-vertex. Moreover, we can assume that no vertex of G is adjacent to all other vertices of G, since otherwise we can delete it to get a connected graph that has the same number of missing edges as G, thus contradicting the minimality of G. Hence, there are more than s + 1 missing edges in G, since every vertex is incident to at least one missing edge. Let v be an arbitrary vertex of G and let A := V \ N [v] . Since the deletion of v results in an s-defective clique graph, it follows that in G − v there are at most s missing edges. Hence, there exists a vertex u that is adjacent to all vertices of G − v. Clearly, u ∈ A, since, otherwise, u would be adjacent to all vertices in G. Then, the deletion of u reduces the number of missing edges by one. Thus, G − u is connected and has at least s + 1 missing edges, and, hence, is not an s-defective clique graph, contradicting the fact that G is minimal.
To find a minimal forbidden induced subgraph proceed as follows. Given a graph G = (V , E) that is not an s-defective clique graph we check for every v ∈ V whether G − v is an s-defective clique graph in O(n + m) time and delete v if this is not the case. Observe that we have to consider every vertex at most once, since if G − v is an s-defective clique graph, then G − v is an s-defective clique graph for every induced subgraph G of G containing v. Hence, the overall running time is O(nm).
The forbidden subgraph characterization given in Theorem 2 directly leads to a search tree algorithm for s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING [5] . As long as the given graph is not an s-defective clique graph find a minimal forbidden induced subgraph and branch into all cases (at most 2s+2 2 ) to destroy this subgraph by adding or deleting an edge between two of its vertices. Since in each case we can decrease the parameter k by one, the size of the search tree is bounded by O 
Average-s-Plexes
Here, we consider the AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING problem, showing its NPcompleteness and its fixed-parameter tractability with respect to (s, k). To prove the NP-hardness, we make use of the following problem.
EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE EDITING:
Input: An undirected graph G = (V , E) and two integers k, d ≥ 0. Question: Can G be transformed by at most k edge modifications into a vertexdisjoint union of d cliques which have the same size?
The edge deletion version of this problem allows only edge deletions. We show the NP-hardness of EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE EDITING and DELETION by a reduction from the well-known NP-hard CLIQUE problem.
Lemma 1 EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE EDITING and DELETION are NP-complete.
Proof Clearly, both problems are contained in NP. Next, we prove only the NPhardness of the edge deletion version. The same reduction works also for the editing version. The reduction is from the NP-complete CLIQUE problem [13] : Given a graph G = (V , E) and an integer > 0, decide whether there exists a clique of size . The construction of the EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE DELETION instance is simple: Add to the given CLIQUE instance G = (V , E) a set of |V | − vertex-disjoint size-( − 1) cliques and make all vertices in these cliques adjacent to all vertices in G.
To see the equivalence between the solutions, consider a size-clique K of G. A corresponding solution of the EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE DELETION instance consists of the deletions of the edges between K and V \ K, the deletions of the edges between the vertices in V \ K, the deletions of the edges between K and all introduced |V | − cliques, and, for each vertex v ∈ (V \ K), the deletions of the edges between v and all but one introduced cliques. These edge deletions amount to k. Clearly, we have d size-cliques at the end.
The other direction can be shown as follows: Clearly, each of the newly introduced cliques needs exactly one vertex from V , which must be separated from all other vertices of the newly introduced cliques and from all other vertices in V . A simple calculation shows that this requires already k edge deletions. Hence, the remaining vertices of V must form a clique.
Reducing from EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE EDITING and DELETION we can show the following.
Theorem 4 For any constant s ≥ 1, AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING and DELETION are NP-complete.
Proof Clearly both problems are in NP. We show only that the deletion version is NPhard by giving a reduction from EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE DELETION; the reduction for the editing version is based on the same idea and therefore omitted. For s = 1, the problems are equivalent to CLUSTER EDITING and CLUSTER DELETION, and hence NP-complete [20, 23] . In the following, we therefore assume that s > 1.
Given
. Note that graphs with this property exist since we can assume that s < |V | and |V | ≥ 2. Then, make all vertices in these introduced components adjacent to all vertices in G and set k :
The key observation to show the equivalence between the solutions is that each of the newly introduced components does not satisfy the condition for average-s-plex and adding a size-(|V |/d) clique to such a component will transform it into an average-s-plex. In particular, adding a size-|V |/d clique leads to a graph with average degree exactly |V C | + |V |/d − s and adding fewer vertices is therefore not sufficient. Thus, given a size-k solution S of size k for the EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE DELETION instance, we match the resulting size-(|V |/d) cliques to the introduced components and for each of the cliques delete the edges between it and all components except the matched one. Adding these edge deletions to S will give us a solution to the AVERAGE-s-PLEX DELETION instance. The same argument applies for the reverse direction.
In the following, we describe a fixed-parameter algorithm for AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING parameterized by (s, k). Our algorithm consists of two main steps. First, we reduce the original problem to a weighted version. Then, we show the fixedparameter tractability of the weighted version by describing two polynomial-time data reduction rules that yield instances which contain at most 4k 2 + 8sk vertices. Note that being an average-s-plex graph is not a hereditary graph property. Hence, the fixed-parameter tractability of AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING and AVERAGE-s-PLEX DELETION cannot be shown by a forbidden subgraph characterization as in the case of s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE DELETION and s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING.
We begin with describing a weighted version of AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING. We introduce three types of weights: two vertex weights and one edge weight. The idea behind these weight types is the following: whenever there are two vertices in G that cannot be separated by at most k edge modifications, we can merge them into a new "super-vertex", since it is clear that they must end up in the same connected component of the solution. We say that a super-vertex v "comprises" a vertex u of the input graph, if u is merged into v. When doing so, we must remember for each such super-vertex v:
-How many vertices of the input graph v comprises, -How many edges there are between the vertices that v comprises, and -For each vertex w outside v, how many vertices that v comprises are adjacent to w.
The first two aspects can be remembered by introducing two weights for v, σ (v) which keeps track of the number of vertices comprised by v, and δ(v) which keeps track of the number of edges between these vertices. The third aspect can be stored as the edge weight ω(e) for the edge e = {w, v}. Herein, we call a vertex pair having no edge between them a "nonedge". Then, edges have edge weight at least one and nonedges have edge weight zero. In the following, we will assume that the weight functions δ and ω have the following limits on their values:
We call this property σ -limited. Informally, it ensures that there is indeed an undirected graph from which the weighted graph can be obtained by merging vertices and it is also necessary for showing the size-bound on the reduced instance.
We introduce the following two notions for these weighted graphs. The "size" of a vertex set S is simply defined as σ (S) := v∈S σ (v). The average degreed(V i ) of a connected component G[V i ] can be computed as follows:
Similar to the definition of average-s-plex graphs, we say that a graph is a weighted average-s-plex graph, if for each connected component G[V i ], the average degreed(V i ) is at least σ (V i ) − s. For modifying the weighted graph, we allow the following modifications:
-Increasing δ(u) by one for some u ∈ V , -Increasing ω({u, v}) by one for some {u, v} ∈ E, -Decreasing ω({u, v}) by one for some {u, v} ∈ E with ω({u, v}) > 1, -Deleting some {u, v} ∈ E with ω({u, v}) = 1, and -Adding some edge {u, v} to E and setting ω({u, v}) := 1.
Each of these operations has cost one, and the overall cost of a modification set S is thus exactly |S|. We assume that all these operations can only be applied when the weight function that is changed remains σ -limited after the modification. The weighted problem version is then defined as
, and a nonnegative integer k. Question: Is there a set of edge modifications S such that applying S to G yields a weighted average-s-plex graph and |S| ≤ k?
Observe that In the following, we present two data reduction rules for WEIGHTED AVERAGEs-PLEX EDITING which (as we show in Theorem 5) yield instances that contain at most 4k 2 + 8sk vertices.
Rule 1 Remove connected components that are weighted average-s-plexes from G.
The rule is obviously correct, since no optimal solution modifies any edges incident to vertices of such a connected component.
The second reduction rule identifies two vertices that have a large common neighborhood, or a "heavy" edge between them and "merges" these vertices into a new super-vertex.
Rule 2 If G contains two vertices u and v such that ω({u, v}) > k or u and v have more than k common neighbors, then remove u from G and set
-σ (v) := σ (u) + σ (v), -δ(v) := δ(u) + δ(v) + ω({u,
v}), and -ω({v, w}) := ω({v, w}) + ω({u, w}) for each w ∈ V \ {u, v}.
To see the correctness of the rule, consider the following: we cannot separate u and v using at most k edge modifications; thus, they must end up in the same connected component. Hence, we can remove one of them, and store the information about its adjacency in the vertex weights and edge weights of the other vertex. Note that Rule 2 preserves the property of being σ -limited for both δ and ω.
With these two reduction rules we can show our main result of this section.
Theorem 5 (WEIGHTED) AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING and DELETION are fixedparameter tractable with respect to the parameter (s, k).
Proof We first show that a yes-instance I of WEIGHTED AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDIT-ING that is reduced with Rules 1 and 2 contains at most 4k 2 + 8sk vertices. Let I be such a reduced instance, and let G be the input graph of I . Since I is a yes-instance, there is a weighted average-s-plex graph G that can be obtained from G by applying at most k edge modifications. We now bound the size of G . Herein, we call a vertex v "affected" if v is an endpoint of a modified edge or if δ(v) has been increased. First, since G is reduced with respect to Rule 1, there is at least one affected vertex in each connected component of G . Hence, there can be at most 2k connected components in G .
Next, we show that each connected component of G contains at most 2k + 4s vertices. Suppose towards a contradiction that there is a connected component V i of G such that |V i | > 2k + 4s. Let u ∈ V i be a vertex that has a maximum number of neighbors in V i . Since G is a weighted average-s-plex graph, the average vertex
We consider two cases for σ (u).
than σ (V i ) − s, contradicting the assumption that G is a weighted average-s-plex graph. Since G is reduced with respect to Rule 2, each edge in G has weight at most k. Furthermore, the overall edge weight increase of edges incident to u is at most k. The average edge weight of edges incident to u in G is thus at most k + 1, since u has at least 2k + 3s neighbors in G . However, with σ (u) ≥ σ (V i \ {u}) ≥ 2k + 3s, this means that the average weight of edges incident to u is at most σ (u)/2. This leads to a low average degree. More precisely, we can bound the average degree of G [V i ] as follows:
Inequality (*) can be obtained from the following observations: The maximum value that can be achieved for the sum of δ and 
Inequality (*) can be obtained from the following observations: The maximum possible value that can be achieved for the sum of δ and We have thus shown that a reduced yes-instance contains at most 4k 2 + 8sk vertices. We obtain a fixed-parameter algorithm for WEIGHTED AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING as follows. First we exhaustively apply the reduction rules, which can clearly be done in polynomial time. If the reduced instance contains more than 4k 2 + 8sk vertices, then it is a no-instance. Otherwise, we can solve the problem with running time only depending on s and k, for example by brute-force generation of all possible partitions of the graph. The fixed-parameter tractability of AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITINGthen directly follows from the described reduction to WEIGHTED AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING.
μ-Cliques
The main result of this section is that, in contrast to s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING and AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING, μ-CLIQUE EDITING is fixed-parameter intractable with respect to the number k of allowed edge modifications. We show the parameter- The decisive trick of the reduction is the following: each color class of G corresponds to a connected component that contains a color component for this color and vertex components for the vertices with this color. This connected component is not a μ-clique due to the sparse vertex components and it is so large compared to our new parameter k , that we cannot transform it into a μ-clique by adding edges. However, cutting exactly one vertex component corresponding to some vertex v turns this connected component into a μ-clique. This means we have to cut 2(k − 1) bridges connecting the vertex component for v to the color component. The construction of the bridges and the densities of the color and vertex components again force that cutting one bridge has to separate two small parts of the bridge, called "edge tails", from the color and vertex components and the bridge. An edge tail does not fulfill the condition of μ-cliques and corresponds to an edge between v and a vertex from the color class that the bridge represents. Finally, the separated edge tails are connected to the color pair components by edge insertions. The density of the color pair components allow them to be connected to exactly two edge tails which represent an edge between the two corresponding color classes. Altogether, the vertex components separated from the color components correspond to the vertices in the clique sought for in MULTICOLORED CLIQUE, and the edge tails separated from the vertex components and added to the color pair components correspond to the edges between the vertices in the clique.
In our reduction, we need to ensure that some of the constructed components are highly connected and have the property that adding a prespecified number of edges and vertices to these graphs results in a graph that has density exactly μ. In the following lemma, we show that the construction of these graphs is always possible and that it can be performed in polynomial time.
Lemma 2 Given four positive integers a, b, c and d, where a < b and d ≤ c(c −1)/2, we can construct in poly(a, b, c, d) time a graph G, such that -G is 2(a − 1)-connected, and -adding c vertices and d edges to G results in a graph that has density exactly a/b
and has average degree more than a.
Proof Without loss of generality, assume that b − a > 1 and that a > 1. Otherwise, we can show the claim using 2a instead of a and 2b instead of b. We set the number of vertices of G to n := (2b − 1)c and the number of edges to m := ac(2bc
there is indeed a simple graph with the claimed number of edges. Moreover, since
G has at least (a − 1) · n edges. This means that we can construct G in polynomial time such that it is 2(a − 1)-connected [18] . The density of the graph G that results from adding c vertices and d edges to G is
The average degree of G follows directly.
With this "subroutine" at hand, we can show the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6 For any fixed 0 < μ < 1, μ-CLIQUE EDITING is NP-complete and W[1]-hard with respect to the number k of allowed edge modifications.
Proof Let a and b be two fixed integers such that μ := a/b and assume without loss of generality that a > n 6 and b > n 6 . Let C with |C| = k be the set of colors in the MULTICOLORED CLIQUE instance
Without loss of generality, assume that ∀c = c , |V c | = |V c | and let l := |V c |. In the following, we describe in detail the construction of the components of the μ-CLIQUE EDITING instance.We first describe the construction of "bridges" which are used to connect vertex and color components and then the construction of the different types of components.
Construction of Bridges
The bridges encode information about the adjacencies of G. This is done by adding tails of a specific length to the bridges. To this end, we assign to each ordered vertex pair (u, v) with c(u) = c(v) an integer π uv between 1 and x where x = 12n 2 + 1. Herein, the following rules should be respected: Observe that, since x > 12n 2 , such an assignment is always computable in polynomial time. These numbers will be needed to identify the edges in E. Fig. 1 . Each bridge consists of 4k(k − 1) + 1 edge-disjoint paths all of length 2l. A bridge is divided by the common vertices of the paths into l "intervals"; each interval corresponds to a vertex in V c and consists of 4k(k − 1) + 1 length-two paths. The vertices lying on these paths with the exception of the two endpoints are called "middle" vertices in this interval. However, the orders of the vertices in V c according to which they appear on the two corresponding bridges are reversed as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that all bridges have the same endpoints, one in K v (v) . Since the length of bridges can be extended to n d for an arbitrary large constant d, we can assume that each of the bridges has density less than μ.
Next we add "edge tails" to the bridges. For each interval of a bridge which corresponds to a vertex w, we add two edge tails that are two cycles with length y + π vw and y + x − π vw , respectively. Herein, y is a large integer such that each of the two cycles alone has density less than μ. This can be achieved for example by setting y := ab. See Fig. 1 for an example of a color component and its bridges to a vertex component. Now we describe the construction of the three types of components.
Color Pair Components For each (unordered) pair of colors, add two color pair components K 1 and K 2 , where K 1 should satisfy the following requirements:
• Adding two edges to connect two vertex-disjoint cycles that together have length at most x + 2y + 1 with K 1 results in a graph with density at least μ.
• Connecting two cycles with total length more than x + 2y + 1 will decrease the density below μ.
Lemma 2 shows that K 1 can be constructed in polynomial time such that adding two vertex-disjoint cycles that together have a length equal to x + 2y + 1 results in a graph that has density exactly μ. Note that by Lemma 2 and since a > n 6 , the second part of the requirement also holds: adding a cycle of length more than x + 2y + 1 decreases-compared to adding a shorter cycle-the average degree of the connected component while further increasing the size of the connected component. Hence, such a component has density less than μ. The same requirement should also be fulfilled by K 2 with the length threshold of the cycles being x + 2y − 1.
Vertex Components For each vertex v, add a component K v satisfying the following requirements:
• K v is 2(a − 1)-connected.
• The graph that contains K v and α :
) edges of the bridges incident to K v has density exactly μ.
• The density will decrease below μ if more than α vertices of the bridges are included.
These requirements are needed to argue that the graph resulting from disconnecting K v from the corresponding color component K c(v) has density μ. By Lemma 2, we can construct in polynomial time a graph that fulfills the first two requirements. The fulfillment of the third requirement again follows from Lemma 2 and the observation that adding more bridges decreases the average degree and increases the number of vertices in the connected component, resulting in a graph that has density less than μ.
Color Components For each color c the color component K c has to fulfill the following requirements. Herein, v is an arbitrary vertex from V c .
• K c is 2(a − 1)-connected.
• The graph that consists of (1) K c , (2) By Lemma 2, we can construct in polynomial time a graph that fulfills the first two requirements. The fulfillment of the third requirement again follows from the observation that adding more than γ vertices from the bridges between K c and K v decreases the average degree while increasing the number of vertices. Hence, the graph has density less than μ in this case. We complete the construction of the μ-CLIQUE EDITING instance by setting its parameter to k := 2k(k − 1)(4k(k − 1) + 3). Let (H, k ) denote the constructed instance of μ-CLIQUE EDITING. We prove the theorem by showing the following claim:
⇒: Given a size-k clique X := {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k } of the MULTICOLORED CLIQUE instance, we disconnect the vertex components which correspond to the vertices in X from their color components.
Observe that, in order to disconnect a vertex component from a color component, one needs 2(k − 1)(4k(k − 1) + 1) edge deletions, that is, the edge deletions to cut every bridge at some interval. More precisely, to disconnect the vertex component K v i from K c(v i ) , we cut the bridges incident to K v i at the intervals corresponding to the vertices in X \ {v i } as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that in Fig. 2 we use two additional edge deletions to separate two edge tails from the vertex component and Further, we add edges between the separated edge tails and the color pair components. According to the assignment of integers from the interval [1, x] to the ordered vertex pairs, the edge tails can be pairwise put together such that each pair has a total length of either x + 2y − 1 or x + 2y + 1. Then, we connect each pair with a total length of x + 2y + 1 to one color pair component K 1 and each pair with a total length of x + 2y − 1 to one K 2 . According to the construction of the color pair components, all resulting components are μ-cliques. Here, we need altogether 2k(k − 1) edge insertions. Putting edge deletions and insertions together, we have made
⇐: By construction, the connected components of the μ-CLIQUE EDITING instance that contain l vertex components and one color component have density less than μ. We cannot transform these connected components into μ-cliques by splitting the vertex or color components, since these components are 2(a − 1)-connected and a > n 6 > k 4 . By the same reason, we cannot transform such a connected component into a μ-clique with at most k edge insertions. Therefore, at least one vertex component has to be disconnected from each color component.
Since there are 2(k − 1)(4k(k − 1) + 1) edge-disjoint paths between a vertex component and a color component, we need at least 2(k −1)(4k(k −1)+1) edge deletions for each color. This means that from a solution for (H, k ) only 4k(k − 1) modifications remain to be specified. Therefore, for at least one color, we have at most 4(k − 1) edge modifications.
From the construction of vertex and color components, we know that when separating a vertex component K v from a color component K c (v) , there have to be exactly (k − 1)(x + 2y) vertices that are separated from both the connected component that contain K v and the connected component that contains K c (v) . Since K v and K c (v) are inseparable, these vertices come from the bridges between K v and K c (v) and edge tails attached to the bridges. Note that, since each bridge consists of 4k(k − 1) + 1 edge-disjoint paths, we cannot separate enough vertices by deleting at most 4(k − 1) edges of bridges. The only choice is to separate some edge tails from the bridges. From Fig. 2 we can observe that by deleting two edges we can separate at most x + 2y vertices from the bridges, namely, separating the two edge tails, one having length y + i and the other having length x + y − i, attached to the intervals whose length-two paths are destroyed while separating K v from K c(v) (in Fig. 2 , this is the interval corresponding to u 2 ). Separating other edge tails or separating only a part of an edge tail requires at least two edge deletions and leaves less than x + 2y vertices separated. Thus, all separated edge tails come from the intervals where K v is separated from K c (v) .
Moreover, observe that these separated edge tails are not μ-cliques and connecting them to each other by at most 2k(k − 1) edge insertions cannot transform them into μ-cliques, because their sizes are at least y + 1 for a large integer y. Then, the only possibility is to connect them to the 2k(k − 1) color pair components. This means one edge insertion for each edge tail. From the construction of color pair components, vertex-disjoint cycles with a total length at most x + 2y + 1 can be attached to K 1 's, while vertex-disjoint cycles with a total length at most x + 2y − 1 can be attached to K 2 's. Thus, we are forced to group the edge tails into at most k(k − 1) groups such that the groups can be partitioned to two same-size subsets; in one, each group has a total length at most x + 2y + 1 and, in the other, each has a total length at most x + 2y − 1. According to the assignment for the ordered vertex pairs described above, this is only possible when each group consists of two edge tails, one corresponding to the vertex pair (u, v) and the other corresponding to the vertex pair (v, u), and there is an edge between u and v in the original instance. This means that the k vertices whose corresponding vertex components are separated from the color components form a clique.
The reduction used in the proof of Theorem 6 does not work for the edge deletion case, because we need the color pair components to check whether the separated edge tails for each pair of colors correspond to the same edge. The check requires edge insertions between edge tails and color pair components.
However, we can establish the NP-hardness of μ-CLIQUE DELETION by a reduction from EQUAL-SIZE CLIQUE DELETION which is NP-hard by Lemma 1. 
Theorem 7 For any fixed
Each of these graphs is constructed such that it fulfills the following properties:
• G i is a-connected.
• Adding vertices and e := |V | 2 · + 2 edges to G i results in a graph that has density exactly μ. 
Inequality ( * ) follows from t > 1 and x ≥ 1 (which can be assumed since there are no edges between the G i 's). Inequality ( * * ) follows from a + e > |V | 2 · x + x 2 . Inequality ( * * * ) follows from 2b > + 1. It thus follows that G * has density less than μ if it contains more than one of the G i 's. Hence, each connected component of G contains at most one of the G i 's. Therefore, each vertex v ∈ V is in G adjacent to vertices of at most one G i . In other words, for each v ∈ V we need to delete the edges to at least d − 1 of the G i 's. Overall, this amounts to at least (d − 1) · |V | 3 edge deletions. This, however, means that there cannot be a vertex v ∈ V that is cut from all G i 's: then at least (d − 1) · |V | 3 + |V | 2 are necessary, which cannot be afforded since k < |V | 2 . In summary, each connected component of G contains exactly one of the G i 's.
We now show that each connected component contains exactly vertices from V and that these vertices form a clique. First, if there is a connected component that contains more than vertices from V , then this connected component has density less than μ since compared to the graph that contains G i and vertices from V (which has, by the second requirement its construction, density exactly μ if the vertices form a clique) we add vertices that have lower average degree (which reduces the density). Second, if the vertices from V do not form a clique, then the number of edges that are added to G i is less than d. By the second requirement of the construction of G i , the density of the connected component is then less than μ. Hence, we can conclude that each of the connected components of G contains vertices from V that form a clique. By observing that the number of edge deletions that are performed in G [V ] is at most k, it follows that (G, k) is a yes-instance of EQUAL SIZE CLIQUE DELETION.
Outlook
There are numerous topics for future research, we only point out some of them. For s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDITING and AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING clearly further algorithmic improvements are necessary. For instance, s-DEFECTIVE CLIQUE EDIT-ING is still missing a nontrivial kernelization algorithm, whereas for AVERAGE-s-PLEX EDITING a solution algorithm other than the brute-force one that can be applied to the reduced instance is needed. As a next step, experimental studies should then be undertaken regarding the running time of the algorithms and the quality of the produced clusterings. For μ-CLIQUE EDITING, other parameterizations should be studied. Moreover, the parameterized complexity of μ-CLIQUE DELETION remains open. Finally, it is also interesting to consider other density measures that are useful in practice, and study the classical and parameterized complexity of the cluster editing problem with respect to these measures.
